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WHAT DOES A BEAUTY EXPERT
PUT ON THEIR CHRISTMAS LIST?
THE GLAMOUR TEAM REVEALS

ALESSANDRA STEINHERR, Beauty Director

4
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“My friends always say I’m the hardest to buy
presents for – but I think I’m super-easy:
get me a candle, and I couldn’t be happier!”

1 + 2 “I am obsessed with all the Christmas editions from
Diptyque, Cire Trudon and Jo Malone – I’ve been collecting
them for years. They’re the perfect gifts.” (1) Bethléem Candle
£70 Cire Trudon; (2) Le Roi Sapin Candle £48 Diptyque

3 “Make-up brushes make really good presents – because
let’s face it, we don’t often treat ourselves to fresh ones.
This Bold Metals Collection Original 7 Set [£50 Real
Techniques by Sam & Nic] has all the essentials.”
4 “One of my all-time favourite fragrances is Shalimar
by Guerlain – it’s a winter perfume staple for evenings

out. I’d love to receive this
Souffle d’Or de Shalimar
perfumed iridescent body and
hair powder [£59 Guerlain]. It’s
so glam and the kind of thing
I would never buy for myself.”

“I love Shay Mitchell’s
burgundy eyes here – it’s such a beautiful twist
on a classic smoky look.”

My beauty inspiration

DOMINIQUE TEMPLE,
Junior Beauty Editor

“I love Christmas, seeing everyone dressing
up and wearing bold beauty looks.”
2

1
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1 “I really enjoy collecting my favourite products in
limited-edition minis, such as this Divine Oil [£8 Caudalíe].
They make the cutest gifts and double up as festive
Christmas tree decorations.”
2 “My favourite treat over the holidays is to light lots
of candles that make the room smell church-like. I fell
in love with this candle, thanks to the gorgeous silver
packaging, and it’s infused with one of
my favourite Christmas notes – ginger.”
Juniper & Ginger Candle £45 Cochine Saigon

M y b e a u t y i n s p i r a t i o n “Margot
Robbie. I love the cool undone braid
she wore this year. I’d twist it up and
add a festive accessory for Christmas.”

3 “I’m not usually one to wear sparkle,
but I like to add a hint of glitter during the
party season. This gorgeous pressed powder
is quick and easy to use, making it the
ultimate festive fixer for instant sparkle
updates.” Illuminating Pressed Powder £39 Dior
GLAMOUR
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REBECCA FEARN, Junior Writer

“My Christmas highlight is being able
to give and receive festive editions of my
favourite make-up and beauty products.”
1

1 “I love this Christmas edition containing Oskia’s iconic
Renaissance Cleansing Gel. It makes such a cute gift,
and the mini cleanser is perfect for taking away on a trip.
I thought my favourite cleanser couldn’t get any better,
but the handy travel size and gorgeous festive packaging
make it a must-have.” Merry & Bright Cracker £18.50 Oskia
2 “This is the palette of my dreams. These all-new
shades are encased in the most chic marble
packaging and available only during the
Christmas season. I’ll be using this to perfect
my New Year’s Eve party glow!” Ambient Lighting
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Edit in Surreal Light £69 Hourglass

3 “I would love to find anything under the tree
from Too Faced, but this cute little set contains
four gorgeous shades of the brand’s melted
liquid lipsticks. The handbag-friendly size
means I can touch up on the go, hasslefree!” Merry Kissmas Set £22 Too Faced

My beauty inspiration

REBECCA WRIGHT, Beauty Assistant
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“Christmas is so much fun when it comes
to beauty. I love taking the time to do glam
make-up and big hair for the party season.”
1 ”I love REN body washes – they are so moisturising and
leave my bathroom smelling like heaven. These travel-size
bottles are perfect for my New Year’s Eve getaway.”
Mini Body Kit £16 REN

2 “This three-in-one bronzer, blusher and highlighter is all
I need to create a sculpted, glowing base for make-up that
lasts.” Impearlious Voile De
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Perle Premium Highlighter
Compact £46 By Terry
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M y b e a u t y i n s p i r a t i o n “Lily Aldridge is my
ultimate beauty crush and Hung Vanngo is my
top make-up artist. With her beauty and his skill,
this smoky-eye and red-lip combo is flawless.”
160 GLAMOUR

3 ”Benefit never fails to
impress at Christmas.
This super-cute tin is on
my wish list because it
includes my favourite
products, Hoola Bronzer
and Gimme Brow!” Dolly
Darling Gift Set £44.50 Benefit ●
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“I’m always up for experimenting
when it comes to my hair. My favourite
look was when Sienna Miller dyed
her hair rose gold.”

